
Playing the Infinite Spiritual Game

Jesus told me he’d be my oversight when he asked me to leave the church system. Since that time he’s
been just that, but he’s also been my teacher through Holy Spirit’s communication. He teaches me in
many ways, one of them being by using stimulus material from any source that he brings to my attention. 

Recently one of our Kingdom community members sent me a link to a video of Simon Sinek1 teaching on
business leadership. As I listened to the section it was suggested that I listen to, I began to see a critical
Kingdom principles open up so I decided to document it.

According to Sinek, business leaders are playing the wrong game because they don’t know what game
they’re playing. He used the term ‘game’ because playing games and sport had an important message for
business leaders.

Basically, he sees 2 types of gamers: finite gamers and infinite gamers. Finite gamers play a game where
the players are known, the rules are known and there’s a fixed outcome (a goal for the game) such as
winning. An example is a game of chess or football. Infinite players play a game where the players may
change, the rules may change and the aim is to keep the game going. An example is the cold war between
the  USSR and  USA.  He  gives  the  example  of  the  aim  of  Microsoft  to  be  #1  and  to  defeat  their
competition.  Opposed  to  that  is  Apple  Corporation  who  isn’t  concerned  about  their  opposition,  just
producing the best product so their customers are happy and the company continues production.

As I listened to Sinek at the conclusion of his talk, that’s where the Kingdom message developed in me. It
awakened me to the understanding that Christians and Kingdom citizens (i.e. fully operational sons) play
the game of spiritual war as these two different types of gamers. Let me rewrite Sinek’s summation in a
Kingdom framework: 

The infinite player (Kingdom citizen) isn’t playing to be ‘number one’ every day –
they’re  playing  to  outlast  the  competition  which  is  the  enemy’s  forces.  Finite
players (Christians) are obsessed with their opposition while infinite players (sons)
are focussed on where they’re going. Successful players compete against themself, not
their opposition. They understand that some days you’re ahead and others you’re
behind. Sometimes their performance is better, and other times it’s not. They wake up
every morning and compete against themselves this way: “How can I perform better than
I did yesterday”, “How do I align with the Kingdom better today”, “How do I advance
the Kingdom more effectively today”, “How can I be more efficient and productive than
I was yesterday”. “How do I find more solutions to advance our calling, our cause,
our purpose, our belief”. Over time, they’re ahead of their opposition more often.
Infinite game players (sons) know that it’s not about the battle, it’s about the war,
and they don’t play to win every day. They frustrate the individual enemy opposition
until they drop out of the war. They never say they don’t have the resources or the
will to continue because the Kingdom supplies their every need – and they completely
rely on that source.

We’ve been sidelined by the church because we’ve been trained to be finite players. We were taught that
“we win because we’ve read the end of the book”. Our end-game is to get out of here as soon as possible
so we win by default by going to Heaven where the enemy can’t go. We either became obsessed with the
enemy or oblivious to his work. We even gave up when the going got tough because our focus was about
winning and we got disheartened by each defeat.

Diametrically opposed to this is the attitude of well trained sons: Their focus is to continue the war until
the entire enemy kingdom is subdued sometime in the future. They are in the Kingdom for the long haul,
not the quick game and victory for themselves. Each day they are wanting to do better than the last so the
Kingdom expands in their ‘neck of the woods’. Self-improvement is their desire as they rely on the King
to mold them and shape them, exposing the darkness in their  hearts and putting them through tough
assignments.

1 – See the last page for information.
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Like the USA in Vietnam, Afghanistan and with ISIS, we can also play the wrong game. In the case of the
US, they played to win, but their enemy in each these wars was in the conflict for the long haul. They
were motivated by an ideology that they wanted to see established, not a short-term skirmish. Similarly,
we can play the finite game while communists, the Illuminati, masons, Rhodes Trust, Bilderbergs, left-
wing elite, One World Government gang and the New Age crew are in it for the war – i.e. to take the
world for Lucifer and establish his government (even if they are unaware of who their master really is).
They are content to use up their own lives for the cause knowing they’ve contributed in a small way for
the ‘machine’ of their ideology to be fully established. While Christians do good deeds and look forward
to getting out of here to get their reward, their enemy’s team keep plodding along, focussed on the end
goal. We are ineffective to stop them and irrelevant in their quest for supremacy.

Listen up, everyone, we’ve been misdirected in the past, so we need to begin seriously aligning with
Heaven. It will be for our own good when we do focus on Kingdom priorities and we’ll achieve more for
the extension of the Kingdom because we’ll be doing it the Kingdom way.

So, focus on the big picture – fulfilling the destiny Father appointed to you before you were put in your
physical body rather than your personal life and your religious activities. You were born to impact the
world with the Kingdom of Heaven in your life as a son. The focus is not even about harvesting souls as
most of these will be taken out or side-lined by the enemy.2 We must mentor and disciple those who are
reborn so they are strengthened and become effective in their role of being part the restoration of all
things. This is the counter-war that is working under the King’s oversight to gazump the kingdom of
darkness’ attempts at success.

VIDEO: “Most leaders don't even know the game they are in - Simon Sinek at Live2Lead 2016”
www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyTQ5-SQYTo    [27:30 → END]
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2 – Read Rick Joyner’s record of his visits to Heaven where he was shown what the end-time church really looked like. Read his trilogy of 
books or just this one “The Vision: The Final Quest and The Call: Two Best-selling Books in One Volume”
(www.amazon.com.au/Vision-Final-Quest-Bestselling-Books-ebook/dp/B06XYW1FT8)
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